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## Prerequisites

One year business studies

## Description of the Course

Negotiating abroad requires the ability to meet special challenges and deal with the unknown. Even those experienced in cross-cultural communication can sometimes work against their own best interests during international business negotiations. This class is designed to provide tools and ideas to successfully negotiate across cultures.

## Course Components

- **Workshop**: The course is structured as a workshop on special topics related to international negotiations. Methods: case studies, rollplaying, different practical tools as well as theoretical input; Specifics: applied practical knowledge

- **Exam**: The exam will be divided into an oral group presentation held during the course and a term paper (10 pages per person) during the examination period.

## Preparation For and Participation in Class

Participation at workshop is mandatory. Presentation and term paper will be required for evaluation.

## Course Outline

- Transition to sales management
- Culture and negotiation
- Ethics and sales
- Sales environment
- Sales process
- Sales people development (recruitment, training, motivation)
- Sales people motivation
- Presentation skills

## References
Important Note:
The above outline is tentative to give you an idea of the sequence of topics. It can be modified and is only designed to give you an idea of the topics and the rate at which they will be covered. Some of the above topics will be covered in greater detail than others. The relative importance of each topic will be indicated in class.